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***** Print on Demand *****.Vampire Philip Archer and his team of successful art thieves -- black
panther shifter Duff, ghost Rob, and Duff s human girlfriend Liddy -- are asked by the handsome Ian
Croft, a potential client, to break with tradition and rescue a kidnapped child. When the caper turns
out rather differently than expected, Philip is bitterly reminded why he has remained single for so
long. Yet, surrounded as he is by loving friends, he is not desperate. This is why, when he meets the
newly-made vampire Ephram, he suppresses his attraction and focuses on being a mentor to the
Fledgling. Ephram was turned by Virgil Ionescu, an ancient vampire known for casting off his
Children before they are ready. Living off the streets, Ephram s future is precarious until he meets
Philip. Ephram is immediately attracted to Philip and only too happy to be taken under his wing and
taught the skills of surviving in modern New Orleans. But Philip keeps secrets. Ephram can sense it,
but he can t penetrate the thousand-year-old Philip s reserve. What will Ephram do when he
discovers the...
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Reviews
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I have go through and that i am sure that i will gonna go through once more yet again down the road. I am
just very happy to let you know that this is basically the best book i have got go through inside my own life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Eldr idg e Reilly
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it was writtern really perfectly and beneficial. You may like the way the author create this ebook.
-- Rebeka h B ecker
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